You are cordially invited to the

Arthur O. Eve Higher Education Opportunity Program’s

Honors/Chi Alpha Epsilon Reception for Fall 2012 Recipients

Monday, January 28, 2013

4:30 pm

Hall of Fame, Reilly Center

Students to be Honored

Diana Adegoke
Angela Aguilar
Andrea Ailaca
Frederick Alvarez
Waheed Ameen
Angell Benjamin
Dariana Bera
Jennifer Boe
Katie Boe
Dhaakira Braswell
Dexroy Brooks
Felice Brooks Brandy
Joel Cruz
Nicole Dailey
Troy Deweever
Melissa Diaz
Eloina Dominguez
Shivam Dua
Befadil Eustate
Paola Foy
Jonathan Heard
Alexandra Henry
Rory Jones
Paul Leonardo
Makeda Loney
Xenia Machado
Amrita Maniram
Brandi Mapson
Andrea Martinez
Lusaida Mercado
Chernice Miller
Audrey Mooradian
Cristal Mota
Denise Muyibi
Miguel Nesbitt
Gladys Ofori
Marc Peralta
Azarias Perez
Ledonna Peters
Cristabell Ramdial
Rochelle Rinehart
Jean Carlos Rodriguez
Diana Roque
Crystaliz Sanchez
Victor Sheriff
Esther St. Cloud
Daseyann Taylor
Vasile Tividar
Adriannayn Taylor
Shyanne Wester
Nephetimah Wilkes
Shawnta Williams
Jabril Wright

Thank you for your continued support
of this program and all of our students.